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a b s t r a c t

A source-seeking process for a pair of simple, low capability robots using only point
measurements is proposed and analyzed. The robots are assumed to bememoryless, to lack
the capability of performing complex computations and to have no direct communication
abilities. Their only implicit formof communication is by sensing their relative position and
the only response of a robot to the point measurement it makes is by moving to adjust its
distance to the other robot according to a predetermined rule. The proposed algorithm is
robust: we prove that the algorithm performs correctly even when the robots frequently
err due to noisy sensor readings.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In this work we consider the problem of controlling a group of robots in order to find the maximum of a scalar function
defined over the plane z : R2

→ R. This problem is often called source-seeking with applications varying from finding the
source of leakage of a hazardous chemical to modeling chemotaxis for primitive creatures. Roughly speaking, it is assumed
that the value of the scalar function becomes weaker as one move away from the source.

Small (possibly nano) robots with very low capabilities are considered. Such small robots, even when equipped with
multiple sensors, are unable to directly sense the gradient of z (·) because the spatial separation between its sensors is
not large enough. Thus, it is assumed that the robots can only take point measurements of z (·). We limit the discussion to
memoryless, or reactive, algorithms in the sense that an action performed by a robot is determined solely by the robot group’s
configuration at the time the action is taken. The robots cannot estimate the gradient by comparing the currently measured
value to old values and cannot communicate directly, thus cannot explicitly share their point measurements. However, the
robots are able to sense their relative positions.

Under the limitations above, it is obvious that a single robot cannot accomplish the task. We consider the smallest group
which can perform the task, i.e. a group of two robots. When executing the proposed algorithm, every robot changes its
position in order tomaintain a certain distance from the other robot. The distance a robot desires tomaintain is proportional
to his currently measured value of z (·). Thus, the robot which senses a higher value will try to maintain a larger distance
compared to the robot that senses a lower value.We shall show that this process will cause the pair of robots to drift toward
higher values of z (·).

The main advantage of the reactive nature of the proposed algorithm is its robustness. We prove that the algorithm
works even when the robots frequently make wrong moves due to noisy sensor readings. To the best of our knowledge, the
algorithm proposed in [1] is the only alternative reactive gradient-following algorithm that was proposed in conjunction
with a multi-robot system performing point measurements. However, in [1] every robot is assumed to have access to the
values measured by all other robots.
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(a) Illustration of the notations. (b) Illustration of the induced velocities.

Fig. 1. Illustrations of the notations and induced velocities.

2. Related work

The source-seeking problem was studied under several sets of assumptions. Only the variant of the task in which the
environment does not change in time will be discussed here. For a broader coverage see the excellent survey by Kowaldo
and Russel [2].

Considering a single robot, the common method used to overcome the point measurement limitation is taking spatially
separated measurements by moving the robot between readings. By ‘‘remembering’’ and subsequently comparing the
readings, the robot can estimate the gradient [3–5]. Using computer simulations, Holland and Melhuish [6] studied simple
algorithms inspired by the movement pattern of the Escherichia coli bacterium. Their algorithms are based on the simple
‘‘two-instant mechanism’’, i.e. at every time step, the robot compares the current reading with the previous one. Russel [7]
studied motion patterns such as zigzag or hexagonal on the plane using the two instant mechanism. Using comparisons of
two or three point measurements, several 2D and 3D motion patterns were proposed to accomplish source-seeking tasks,
see [8,9].

When the robot moves, the measured value changes. Assuming continuous measurement, the time differential of the
readings (ż (·)) could be obtained as assumed in [10–17]. In [10,11], a hybrid controller is developed for the source-seeking
task under noisy input assumptions. Matveev et al. [12,13] proposed a single robot algorithm in which the forward speed
of the robots is fixed and the angular speed is controlled by ż (·). In their algorithm, the robot travels in spirals toward the
maximum. Using a different angular speed control mechanism, Krstic and coworkers [14,15] have shown that the robot
orbits the maximum of z (·) after reaching it. They have also extended their work to the 3D case [16]. A similar behavior can
be achieved by controlling only the forward speed [17].

Considering a multi-robot system, Biyik and Arcak [4] addressed the scenario in which only one robot, the ‘‘leader’’, is
able to sense the gradient of z (·). In their framework, the leader follows the gradient while the rest of the robots maintain a
formation relative to the leader. When every robot is able to measure the gradient of z (·), variants of the Artificial Potential
Field framework can be employed [18]. Gazi and Passino [19] studied the behavior of a swarmof robots affected by attraction,
repulsion and gradient climbing forces. Using their proposed rules of motion the swarmmaintains cohesiveness and travels
in the direction of the gradient. Ogren et al. [20,21] considered a similar virtual forces mechanism combined with a Kalman
filter to reduce noise. Bachmayer and Leonard [22] achieved similar results assuming each robot can measure the gradient
only in the direction of motion (ż (·)). Ghods and Krstic [23] considered the one-dimensional version of the problem. They
proved that under their algorithm, the agents’ density is highest around the source, thus the agents will deploy around it.

Mesquita et al. [24] proposed to solve the problem of finding the global maximum of a scalar function using many robots
performing a biased random walk. Their work is based on the observation that when the speed of movement of the robots
is inversely proportional to the value of the scalar function, the robots tend to spend more time in high-value areas.

As mentioned in the introduction, an algorithm resembling ours can be found in [1]. There, N robots maintain a uniform
circle formation. By comparing the values they measure, the robots in the formation move with the gradient. However, in
contrast to our work, in [1] every robot is assumed to have access to the values measured by all other robots.

3. The proposed source-seeking algorithm

Some notations are presented before formally describing the algorithm. The system comprises two robots denoted by
r1,r2. The location of robot ri in a global coordinate frame is given by Xi. The distance between the robots is denoted by D and
given by D = ∥X2 − X1∥ where ∥·∥ is the Euclidean norm. Let ûij be the following unit vector ûij =


Xj − Xi


/D. The center

of mass point is given by CM =
1
2 (X1 + X2). When we explicitly add t to the indices of a quantity we refer to the value of

that quantity at time t , e.g. Xi (t) is the location of robot ri at time t . The notations are illustrated in Fig. 1a.
Let z (X) be the value of the scalar function at point X . It is assumed that for any X , 0 < z (X) < ∞. Let zi = z (Xi) and let

Di = f (zi) be the desired distance for robot ri, i.e. while executing the algorithm, robot ri attempts to keep a distance of Di

from robot rj. f is a positive strictly increasing function with bounded derivative, 0 <
df
dzi

≤ 1/max {∥∇z∥}. The function f
is user designed and affects the system behavior. We shall show that the algorithm achieves source-seeking for any function
having the properties listed above.
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The algorithm proposed for source-seeking is the following: each robot moves according to a sum of two velocities:

Ẋ1 = v0


V⃗2→1 + V⃗1


Ẋ2 = v0


V⃗1→2 + V⃗2

 (1)

where v0 is a normalization constant. By changing the velocity V⃗j→i, robot ri seeks to maintain the desired distance from rj
by setting:

V⃗j→i = Aji · ûij (2)
Aji = sign (D − Di) ∈ {0, ±1} (3)

where the function sign (x) equals 1 if x > 0; 0 if x = 0; and −1 if x < 0. Hence Aji is the sign of the velocity. If D > Di then
Aji = 1 so ri is attracted toward rj. If D < Di then Aji = −1 so ri is being repelled from rj. If the robots would move only
according to the velocities V⃗2→1 and V⃗1→2, they would forever travel along the line through their initial positions. To avoid
that, the velocities V⃗1 and V⃗2 which cause the robots to orbit their center of mass are introduced. V⃗i is orthogonal to ûij and
is explicitly given by

V⃗i = ûij × ûup (4)

where ûup is the unit vector which points up (out of the plane).

3.1. Analysis of the source-seeking process

The algorithm is analyzed for the scenario in which the gradient of z (·) is constant in the vicinity of the robots, i.e.
∇z = α · ûwhere α > 0 is a constant and û is a unit vector. When the distance between the robots is not too large compared
to the rate of change in z (·) the constant-gradient assumption is reasonable. Let θ be the angle between ∇z and û12, i.e.
cos θ = û · û12. The notations zCM = z (CM), DCM = f (zCM) and ḟCM =

df
dz


z=zCM

are used in the analysis. Note that by f ’s

definition, 0 < ḟCM · α ≤ 1.
Some consequences of the motion rules defined above on the time derivatives of four scalar values are presented in the

following lemma:

Lemma 1. During the execution of the source-seeking algorithm:

1. Ḋ = −v0 (A12 + A21)
2. żCM =

1
2v0α (A21 − A12) cos θ

3. ḊCM =
1
2v0α ḟCM (A21 − A12) cos θ

4. θ̇ = 2v0/D2

Proof. To prove 1,

Ḋ =
d
dt


(X2 − X1) (X2 − X1)

T (5)

=

Ẋ2 − Ẋ1


· û12 (6)

= −v0 (A12 + A21) . (7)

Next we have 2, since

żCM = ˙CM · ∇z =
1
2


Ẋ1 + Ẋ2


· αû (8)

=
1
2
v0α


V⃗1→2 + V⃗1 + V⃗2→1 + V⃗2


· û (9)

=
1
2
v0α (−A12 + A21) cos θ. (10)

Using the chain rule, ḊCM is given by

ḊCM = ḟCM · ˙zCM . (11)

Substitution of ˙zCM concludes the proof of 3.
To prove the next result 4, consider the coordinate system defined by the two unit vectors û and v̂ = ûup × û. The

coordinates of the robots are given by (u1, v1) and (u2, v2). Using ∆v = v2 − v1, ∆u = u2 − u1 and tan θ = ∆v/∆uwe get

1
cos2 θ

· θ̇ =
∆u∆̇v − ∆v∆̇u

∆u 2 . (12)
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The time derivatives are given by

∆̇v = v0


V⃗1→2 − V⃗2→1 − 2V⃗1


· v̂ (13)

∆̇u = v0


V⃗1→2 − V⃗2→1 − 2V⃗1


· û. (14)

Substitution into Eq. (12) yields

θ̇ = v0 cos2 θ


V⃗1→2 − V⃗2→1 − 2V⃗1

 
v̂∆u − û∆v


∆x 2 (15)

= v0 cos2 θ


(A21 + A12) · û21 − 2û12 × ûup

 
−û12 × ûup


∆u 2 (16)

= 2
v0cos2 θ

∆u 2 =
2v0

D2
(17)

where we have used v̂∆u − û∆v = −û12 × ûup and ∆u = D cos θ . �

Let us next define the entropy (I) and potential (P) of the system, as follows

I = |D − DCM | (18)
P = 2zCM − αI. (19)

Using Lemma 1, Ṗ is given by

Ṗ =


v0α


(A21 − A12) cos θ


1 +

1
2α ḟCM


+A12 + A21


D > DCM

v0α


(A21 − A12) cos θ


1 −

1
2α ḟCM


−A12 − A21


D ≤ DCM .

(20)

Next we shall provide a lower bound on the rate of change of the potential:

Lemma 2. Ṗ ≥ v0α

2 − α ḟCM


|cos θ |.

Proof. The following table covers all possible system states for the case where D2 > D1 (cos θ > 0). The elements of the
last column are derived using Eq. (20).

System state A12 A21 Ṗ
1 D > D2 1 1 2v0α

2 D = D2 0 1 v0α

cos θ + 1 +

1
2α ḟCM cos θ


3 DCM < D < D2 −1 1 v0α cos θ


2 + α ḟCM


4 D1 < D ≤ DCM −1 1 v0α cos θ


2 − α ḟCM


5 D = D1 −1 0 v0α


cos θ + 1 −

1
2α ḟCM cos θ


6 D < D1 −1 −1 2v0α

For the 6 cases displayed above, using 0 < α ḟCM ≤ 1 and cos θ = |cos θ | we get Ṗ ≥ v0α

2 − α ḟCM


|cos θ |. Due to the

system’s symmetry, for D1 > D2, a similar table can be built yielding the same bound on Ṗ .
To conclude the proof, consider D1 = D2 = DCM (i.e. cos θ = 0). If D ≠ DCM then considering cases 1 or 6, Ṗ = 2αv0 ≥ 0.

If D = DCM then Ḋ = ḊCM = 0 hence Ṗ = 0. �

Finally, we prove that zCM continuously increases, hence the robots will drift toward higher z (·) values.

Theorem 3. For any time t0 and time interval ∆t, we have:

zCM (t0 + ∆t) − zCM (t0) ≥
v0α

2

 t0+∆t

τ=t0


2 − α ḟCM


|cos θ | dτ −

1
2
αI (t0) . (21)

Proof. Using the definition of P , let

zCM (t0 + ∆t) − zCM (t0) =
1
2
[P (t0 + ∆t) + αI (t0 + ∆t) − P (t0) − αI (t0)] (22)

=
1
2

 t0+∆t

τ=t0
Ṗ · dτ + αI (t0 + ∆t) − αI (t0)


. (23)
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Since I (t0 + ∆t) is positive we can write,

zCM (t0 + ∆t) − zCM (t0) ≥
1
2

 t0+∆t

τ=t0
Ṗ · dτ − αI (t0)


. (24)

Substitution of Ṗ from Lemma 2 concludes the proof. �

Theorem 3 implies that, as ∆t increases, the difference zCM (t0 + ∆t) − zCM (t0) grows, hence the robots drift in the
direction of increasing z (·). For example, let t0 = 0 be the algorithm initialization time and assume that zCM (t0) = 0. By
neglecting the constant term I (t0), Eq. (21) can be rewritten as

zCM (t) '
v0α

2

 t

τ=0


2 − α ḟCM


|cos θ | dτ . (25)

The integrand in the right hand side of the equation above is positive, hence as t increases, zCM (t) grows, i.e. the value of the
scalar function at the robots’ center of mass increases. In other words, the robots drift with the gradient. Further discussion
of implications of Theorem 3 can be found in Section 4.

Considering a linear f -function Theorem 3 can be restated as:

Corollary 4. For f (z) = β + γ z, any time t0 and time interval ∆t,

zCM (t0 + ∆t) − zCM (t0) ≥
v0α

2
(2 − αγ )

 t0+∆t

τ=t0

|cos θ | dτ −
1
2
αI (t0) . (26)

3.2. Robustness in case of noisy sensors

In this section, the algorithm is analyzed under the assumption of noisy sensors. It is assumed that the robots are able to
measure their relative direction without error, i.e. the unit vectors û12, û21 are error-free. However, D and z (·) are measured
with noise. As a result, the sign of the velocities V⃗1→2 and V⃗2→1 might occasionally be wrong resulting in attraction instead
of repulsion or the other way around.

Let ẑi and D̂ be the values measured by robot ri. We assume the following error model:

ẑi = zi + Nz (27)

D̂i = D + ND (28)

where Nz , ND are random variables representing the measurement errors. It is assumed that Nz and ND are symmetric and
smooth, i.e. their probability measures obey the following for any x:

1. Pr [Nz = x] = Pr [Nz = −x]
2. Pr [ND = x] = Pr [ND = −x]
3. Pr [x ≤ Nz ≤ x + ϵ] = O (ϵ)

4. Pr [x ≤ ND ≤ x + ϵ] = O (ϵ)

Smoothness (3 and 4) is assumed only for brevity, and a similar proof can be constructed without it. In this section, we shall
limit the discussion to linear f -functions, i.e. f (z) = β + γ · z where β ≥ 0 and 0 < γ ≤

1
α
are constants. Let

Îi = D̂i − f

ẑi


= D − Di + NI (29)

whereNI = ND −γNz is a symmetric smooth random variable. The value of Îi will affect ri’s decision whether tomove closer
or away from rj. Let FNI (x) be the cumulative distribution function of NI . Due to NI ’s symmetry, for any x ≥ 0, FNI (x) ≥

1
2 .

Let Âji be the value used by robot ri while executing the algorithm, i.e. when Îi > 0 the robot employs Âji = 1 and when
Îi < 0, Âij = −1. Due to NI ’s smoothness, the probability of Îi = 0 is negligible. Let pi be the probability that robot ri is right

in his choice whether to move closer or away from rj, i.e. pi = Pr

Âji = Aji


. To calculate pi, two cases are distinguished. In

case D − Di > 0, Aji = 1 and

Pr

Âji = Aji | Aji = 1


= Pr


Îi (D, zi) > 0


(30)

= Pr

D + ND

i − f

zi + Nz

i


> 0


(31)

= Pr [Ii (Di, zi) > Di − D] (32)
= FNI (D − Di) . (33)
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In case D − Di < 0 we get

Pr

Âji = Aji | Aji = −1


= Pr


Îi (D, zi) < 0


(34)

= FNI (Di − D) . (35)

Hence pi is well defined, and given by

pi = FNI (|D − Di|) . (36)

Since |D − Di| ≥ 0 we have pi ≥
1
2 .

Lemma 1 holds under our error model with A12 and A21 replaced by Â12 and Â21 respectively. Using ḟCM = γ , Eq. (20) can
be written as

Ṗ =


v0α

 
Â21 − Â12


cos θ


1 +

1
2αγ


+Â12 + Â21


D > DCM

v0α

 
Â21 − Â12


cos θ


1 −

1
2αγ


−Â12 − Â21


D ≤ DCM .

(37)

By taking expectation w.r.t. the variables Nz and Nd (via NI ) we get

E

Ṗ


=


v0α

 (A21 (2p1 − 1) − A12 (2p2 − 1))
· cos θ


1 +

1
2αγ


+A12 (2p2 − 1) + A21 (2p1 − 1)

 D > DCM

v0α

 (A21 (2p1 − 1) − A12 (2p2 − 1))
· cos θ


1 −

1
2αγ


−A12 (2p2 − 1) − A21 (2p1 − 1)

 D ≤ DCM

(38)

where we have used E

Âji


= Aji (2pi − 1).

Lemma 5. E

Ṗ


≥ v0α (p1 + p2 − 1) (2 − αγ ) |cos θ |.

Proof. Similarly to the proof of Lemma 2 let D2 > D1. The elements of the last column of the table below are derived using
Eq. (38).

System state A12 A21 E

Ṗ


1 D > D2 1 1 v0α


(p1 − p2) cos θ (2 + αγ )
+2 (p2 + p1 − 1)


2 DCM < D < D2 −1 1 v0α


(p1 + p2 − 1) cos θ (2 + αγ )
+2 (p1 − p2)


3 D1 < D ≤ DCM −1 1 v0α


(p1 + p2 − 1) cos θ (2 − αγ )
+2 (p2 − p1)


4 D < D1 −1 −1 v0α


(p2 − p1) cos θ (2 − αγ )
+2 (p1 + p2 − 1)


For a linear f -function, DCM =

1
2 (D1 + D2). For states 1 and 2, D > DCM . Hence |D − D2| < |D − D1| and p2 = FNI

(|D − D2|) ≤ FNI (|D − D1|) = p1. Using p2 ≤ p1, αγ ≤ 1 and cos θ = |cos θ |, E

Ṗ

of states 1 and 2 can be bounded by

v0α (p1 + p2 − 1) (2 − αγ ) |cos θ |. For states 3 and 4, |D − D1| ≤ |D − D2| so p1 ≤ p2 and E

Ṗ

can be bounded similarly.

ForD1 > D2, due to the system’s symmetry, a similar table can be constructed yielding the same bound on Ṗ . To conclude
the proof consider D1 = D2 = DCM (i.e. cos θ = 0). If D ≠ DCM then according to states 1 and 4, Ṗ ≥ 2v0 (p2 + p1 − 1) ≥ 0.
If D = DCM then Ḋ = ḊCM = 0, hence Ṗ = 0. �

The following theorem is a result similar to Theorem 3, under noisy observations:

Theorem 6. For any linear f -function, time t0 and time interval ∆t,

E [zCM (t0 + ∆t)] − zCM (t0) ≥
v0α

2
(2 − αγ )

 t0+∆t

t=t0
(p1 + p2 − 1) |cos θ | dt −

1
2
I (t0) . (39)
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Proof. Using the definition of P , and I (t0 + ∆t) ≥ 0 we write,

zCM (t0 + ∆t) − zCM (t0) ≥
1
2

 t0+∆t

τ=t0
E

Ṗ

· dτ − αI (t0)


. (40)

Substitution of the lower bound on E

Ṗ

from Lemma 5 concludes the proof. �

The bound above equals the bound given in Theorem 3 multiplied by the term (p1 + p2 − 1). In case the sensing errors
are negligible we have p1 = p2 = 1 and the two bounds agree. In case the robots frequently err in choosing Â12 and Â21, p1
and p2 are smaller so the robots follow the gradient slower. Nevertheless, in any case, p1 + p2 − 1 ≥ 0, hence the expected
direction of the drift is toward high values. The probability pi is a complex function of D, f (zi) and the distribution of NI , see
Eq. (36). Nevertheless, the following lemma provides a crude lower bound for the term p1 + p2 − 1.

Lemma 7. p1 + p2 − 1 ≥


FNI


αβγ

2+αγ
|cos θ |


−

1
2


.

Proof. Let ∆Dmax = max {|D − D1| , |D − D2|}. Recall that f (z) = β + γ z. For D ≤
2β

2+αγ
we have ∆Dmax ≥ β − D ≥

αβγ

2+αγ
.

For a linear f -function,

|D2 − D1| = γ |z2 − z1| = αγD |cos θ | . (41)

Using the triangle inequality ∆max ≥
1
2αγD |cos θ |. For D ≥

2β
2+αγ

we get ∆max ≥
αβγ

2+αγ
|cos θ |. Hence for any D,

∆max ≥
βαγ

2+γ
|cos θ |. Using Eq. (36),

p1 + p2 − 1 = FNI (|D − D1|) + FNI (|D − D2|) − 1 (42)

≥


FNI (∆Dmax) −

1
2


+


FNI (0) −

1
2


(43)

≥ FNI


αβγ

2 + αγ
|cos θ |


−

1
2

(44)

where we have used FNI (0) ≥
1
2 . �

Substitution of the result of Lemma 7 into the bound given in Theorem 6 yields the corollary to be stated below. Note
that the bound given in Lemma 7 is not tight. As a result, the bound given in Corollary 8 is not tight. Hence the corollary is a
proof of the correctness of the algorithm and does not yield a precise prediction of the speed of drift.

Corollary 8. For any linear f -function, time t0 and time interval ∆t,

E [zCM (t0 + ∆t)] − zCM (t0) ≥
1
2
v0α (2 − αγ )

 t0+∆t

τ=t0


FNI


βαγ

2 + γ
|cos θ |


−

1
2


|cos θ | dτ −

1
2
I (t0) . (45)

Let∆ = D−max {D1,D2}. The following lemma shows that when the probabilities p1, p2 are high enough, the system tends
to be in a state where ∆ ≤ 0, i.e. D ≤ max {D1,D2}. The implications of this result will be discussed in the next section.

Lemma 9. If ∆ > 0 then E

∆̇


≤ −2v0


p1 + p2 − 1 −

1
√
2
αγ

.

Proof. Consider ∆ > 0. Since D > max {D1,D2}, A12 = A21 = 1. The maximum speed of each of the robots is
√
2v0, henceḊi

 ≤
√
2v0αγ . Using Ḋ from Lemma 1 we write

E

∆̇


≤ E

−v0


Â12 + Â21


+

√
2v0αγ


(46)

= −2v0


p1 + p2 − 1 −

1
√
2
αγ


. � (47)

4. Discussion and simulations

As we have seen in previous sections, a linear f -function enables a rather complete analysis of the source-seeking
algorithm. Hence only linear functions will be considered further in this section.

Corollary 4 bounds the speed of drift toward high values for the errorless case. Before testing the tightness of the bound,
a simple approximation is provided. Using the initial conditions t0 = 0 and zCM (0) = 0, the bound of Corollary 4 can be
rewritten as follows

zCM (t) ≥
v0α

2
(2 − αγ )

 t

τ=0
|cos θ | dτ −

1
2
αI (0) . (48)
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(a) The time course of zCM . (b) The amount of time spent in each of the system
states (as defined in Lemma 2).

Fig. 2. Simulation results for f (z) = 1 + 0.2z, α = 1 and accurate sensors.

By Lemma 1, θ̇ = v0/D2 where D is time varying. Nevertheless, in order to further simplify the bound, by assuming that D
varies slowly compared to v0, θ̇ can be approximated by a constant, i.e. θ̇ ≃ ω0. For t ≫ ω0,

zCM (t) '
v0α

2
(2 − αγ )

 t

τ=0

cos ω0t ′
 dτ −

1
2
αI (0) (49)

≃
v0α

2
(2 − αγ ) ·

t
π

·

 1
2 π

θ=−
1
2 π

|cos θ | dθ −
1
2
αI (0) (50)

= (2 − αγ )
v0α

π
t −

1
2
αI (0) . (51)

So the average growth rate of zCM is bounded from below by (2 − αγ )
v0α
π

.
In order to examine the simplified bound above, computer simulations were performed in an environment in which

z (X) = α · x where x is the x-coordinate of point X and α is a constant. Thus for any point X , ∇z (X) = α · x̂ where x̂ is
the x-axis unit vector. Extensive tests were performed with varying α, β and γ . In all cases the bound was found to be tight,
i.e. Corollary 4 predicts the speed of gradient climbing well. An example of an experimental result is displayed in Fig. 2. The
time course of zCM is presented in Fig. 2a and a histogram specifying the amount of time spent in each of the system states
(as defined in Lemma 2) is presented in Fig. 2b. The accuracy of the bound results from the fact that about 94% of the time
the system was in state 4, i.e. the state for which Ṗ is bounded tightly, see Lemma 2. To summarize, the lower bound on the
speed of drift toward high values for the errorless case provided in Corollary 4 was found to be tight in our experiments, i.e.
it has predicted the gradient climbing speed well.

In order to examine the tightness of the bound for the noisy sensors case, a similar approximation is used for the bound
given in Corollary 8. Considering the initial conditions t0 = 0 and zCM (0) = 0, the bound given in Corollary 8 can be written
as follows:

E [zCM (t)] ≥
v0α

2
(2 − αγ )

 t

τ=0


FNI


βαγ

2 + γ
|cos θ |


−

1
2


|cos θ | dτ −

1
2
I (t0) . (52)

The approximation θ̇ = ω0 yields

E [zCM (t)] &
v0α (2 − αγ )

2π
t
 1

2 π

θ=−
1
2 π


FNI


βαγ

2 + γ
|cos θ |


−

1
2


|cos θ | dθ −

1
2
I (t0) . (53)

For a given distribution of NI , the integral above can be calculated numerically. Simulations were again performed
considering a normally distributed NI with a variance of σ 2

I . The results are presented in Fig. 3. In contradiction with the
tightness of the lower bound for the noise-free case, in the noisy scenario the algorithm performs much better than the
given bound. That is because the term p1 + p2 − 1 is bounded quite pessimistically in Lemma 7. Due to the complexity of
these probabilities, we could not find a tighter bound. However, a better bound on p1 + p2 − 1, in case such a bound exists,
will improve the result of Corollary 8. Another interesting result is that the speed of drifting with the gradient was found
to be inversely proportional to the amount of noise (σ 2

I ). That is due to the fact that when σ 2
I is higher, the robots tend to

move in the wrong direction more frequently.
Real life robots also have a limited sensing range. Hence, to guarantee proper system behavior it is required to limit the

distance between the robots. Recall that ∆ = D − max {D1,D2}. By Lemma 9, if ∆ > 0 (assuming p1 + p2 − 1 −
α

√
2
γ > 0)

then E

∆̇


< 0. Hence, we would expect ∆ to be negative, i.e. D ≤ max {D1,D2}. The simulations agree: according to the
histograms in Figs. 2 and 3 the system was almost never in state 1, i.e. the only state in which D > max {D1,D2}. Hence the
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(a) The solid lines are the experimental results and the dashed lines are the
bounds as given in Eq. (53).

(b) The amount of time spent in each of the system
states (as defined in Lemma 5) for σ 2

I = 0.3.

Fig. 3. Simulation results for f (z) = 1 + 0.2z, α = 1 and NI distributed normally with a variance of σ 2
I .

Fig. 4. Simulation in a simple environment comprising a single maximum. The contours represent the scalar function and the circular markers are the
robots. The path of the robots’ center of mass is presented in the bottom right subfigure. In the experiment, the robots found the maxima and circled it.

distance between the robots can be bounded bymax {D1,D2}. Let fmax be the maximum value f reaches in the environment,
i.e. fmax = β + γ max {z}. Clearly, max {D1,D2} ≤ fmax. So a proper inter-robot distance can be guaranteed by designing an
f -function for which fmax will be smaller than the robot’s visibility range.

Recall that the algorithm was analyzed under the assumption of a constant gradient. The constant gradient assumption
was justified by the small dimensions of the robots and the small distance between them: we would expect that the weak
gradient of the scalar function will be roughly constant in the small surroundings of the robots. Extensive simulations were
performed in order to validate this assumption. Note that the proposed algorithm is a gradient climbing algorithm hence
cannot escape local maxima (as any other gradient climbing algorithm). Thus only environments without local maxima
were examined. In all experiments the robots successfully found the maxima of the signal and circled it. Observe Fig. 4
for the results of a simulation in a simple environment containing a single maximum. The path of the robots’ center of
mass is presented in the bottom right subfigure (of Fig. 4). In all experiments, the path was found to be serrated rather than
straight, thus, in agreementwith the |cos θ | component of Theorems 3 and 6. The results of an experiment in amore complex
environment are presented in Fig. 5.

5. Conclusion

In this paper a two-robot reactive gradient-following algorithm for memoryless robots performing point measurements
was presented. Using indirect motion based communication, the robots implicitly ‘‘compare their pointmeasurements’’ and
drift with the gradient. We have proved that in case the gradient is constant in the vicinity of the robots, the algorithm is
correct assuming accurate or noisy sensors.

The main open issue is how to extend the algorithm to larger groups of robotic agents. We have successfully designed
a source-seeking procedure for a three-robot system in which the robots attempt to form a equilateral triangle and follow
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Fig. 5. Simulation in a complex environment comprising a single maximum. The contours represent the scalar function and the circular markers are the
robots. The path of the robots’ center of mass is presented in the bottom right subfigure. In the experiment, the robots found the maxima and circled it.

the gradient. Consideringmuch larger groups,webelieve that fullmutual visibility is not a reasonable assumption. Therefore,
we are currently working on a distributed source-seeking process assuming every robot is able to sense only nearby robots.
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